2002 kia sedona transmission

Is there one and where is it located? Do you. Yes, there is a filter and it attaches inside the
transmission. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers
Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Is the filter in the pan? If my husband takes off the pan
will he have access to the filter? Unfortunately, we do not have the money to pay someone to
change it. No, the transmission will need to be disassembled if you want to change the filter. If
fluid is dark brown or black the transmission needs to be serviced. I have the LX model. It has a
spin on type transmission filter. I cannot locate this filter anywhere. Where is it located on this
vehicle? Are you sure it has a spin on filter? A lot of the Kia models deleted the external filter in
the later model year. They only had a internal filter that was only changed when the
transmission got rebuilt. Here is a parts diagram of your transmission it only shows the internal
filter in it. Images Click to enlarge. I am pretty sure yes. The parts house that sold me the filter
says that there is one. I see that, I looked at the O'Riellys parts website and saw a spin on filter
also. I looked on the Mtichell 1 repair manual online we use on this website and could see the
parts diagram showing the filter. Those are the ones I posted for you if there is a spin on filter
which looks like there is it should be easy to see. It is going to be on the side of the
transmission facing the radiator or the rear of the van. I would say it would be facing the
radiator that is my first thought. Let me know what you find. Thank you, I will check that out
tomorrow, and see what I can find. Keep me posted on what you find. Six cylinder front wheel
drive automatic. The location of the transmission filter? The Kia Sedona is not equipped with a
changeable transmission fluid filter. Thanks for using 2CarPros. Does the kia sedona mini van
have a transmission filter? If so how often should it be changed or do you just need to change
out the fluid? The transmision filter is inside the trans and requires disassembly to replace. It is
maintenance free so no replacement is required unless overhauling the trans. Fluid change
would be sufficient. Well I bought my Kia mini van last week. While looking in the glove
compartment I found some of the paper work from work done on the car by the previous owner,
even incluiding the original loan papers on it. I am pretty secure feeling this was a one owner
van. I got the oil changed this weekend and need to change out the transmission fluid next. My
question, last time I had this done to a car of mine was about 8 years ago, and it was on a older
Cutlass Supreme. However when I talked with the place I had the oil changed this weekend, they
didn't seem to think with newer cars that was needed. I went to the dealership just to ask them
and they also agreed that a pan drop and such wasn't needed, that a suck would work. Hi well I
personally would want a new filter. However what they are telling you is truth. And supposedly
this chemical flush and fill works I have used it many times. Can I tell you I knew for a fact that
the filter was good and clean? No I never saw one. It is just the way things are today. My car
personally always gets new filters. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Transmission
Filter Location Content. I Just Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It looks like you're
new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! I have a kia sedona bougt it in
oct of last year. Coming up on a year now. In February i was having trouble stearing my van and
had check engine light. Took it to Christian Brothers Auto in Tampa asked for inspection of
reported problems. Was told o2 sensors for the light. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. April in Kia. About 3 weeks ago, while driving out of a parking lot, going
maybe 15 MPH, car pulled back suddenly and ck engine light came on. Car was not shifting
properly. Drove home 4mi and left alone until next am. Car drove fine, engine light still on.
Drove to my mechanic who pulled a trans code ?? Something to do with the Output -or was it
input?? He did not clear the code since still under warranty. Next day, ck engine light off. Dealer
ck'd and found no problems. Drove fine until last night. Same problem and happened at
practically same location - will explain later. Drove home, ate dinner. Needed to run errand, so
drove it around block after about an hour of rest and car drove fine. Ck engine light still on.
Drove this morning. Ck engine light finally went off at around 5pm, almost 24 hrs since problem.
I have no clue what the problem is, but I am sure there is one. Car sits for about an hour. Both
events happened right after soccer practice. The 1st time I was only pulling out, maybe going
about 15 mph. Last night, I was cruising down the road for a minute or so, doing about mph
when car pulled back. The problem with the gears seems like I have no 1st gear maybe 2nd. Can
anyone shed some light on this?? Not even the code, which, as I said, was NOT cleared.
Shouldn't they have seen that? Sorry so long. Thanks for reading. April Theyuros, The same
thing happened to my wife's Sedona just a couple of weeks ago. She was on a trip about miles
from home and a big "clunk" which sounded like it came from under the car occured. Then the
car acted like it was stuck in 3rd gear. She limped in to a transmission shop and turned off the
engine. When the mechanic got in to test drive it didn't do the same thing. They kept the car and
worked on it, changing an oxygen sensor and tuning things up. They couldn't check the
transmission by the computer, because the shop she was at didn't have Kia'a access code.

After that it was fine until 1 week later when she was driving on another trip. About 60 miles
from home the same thing happened. She had a meeting to attend and when she went to drive
home it was fine. It is comforting to know that at least one other KIA is acting this way, but
would be more comforting to know what the problem is??? The model is F51 i think. I imagine
you may be into this issue. A REAL transmission shop may be of service if you are out of
warranty. They do still exist. I have been very happy with my Sedona. July Wish I had seen this
earlier. I had the same problem with our now traded 02 sedona. The vehicle speed output sensor
is bad. Just a note It took an old timer mom and pop transmission shop to find the problem. I
have a Kia van that we brought used less than a year ago. Everything was going fine with it until
4 weeks ago. On our way back home the air conditioning stopped working. Took van to a
mechanic and he told us the compressor had gone bad in it. He was unable to fix suggest we
take to dealership. Went and picked up van check engine light was on and now van was making
a noise. On way to Kia dealership van dies and has to be towed the rest of the way. What really
upsets me is that the van only has 61, miles on it. Kia refuses to cover and we have just came
out of warranty at 60, miles. Mechanic at dealership has never had a Kia brought in with the
motor gone out at 61, miles. Mechanic told us that he was going to talk with someone "higher
up" with Kia and see if they would "do the right thing" and replace the motor since our van did
not have that many miles. Has anyone out there ever had this problem? Right now I am not
really impressed with Kia and I don't know if I would ever buy another one or not. I just
purchased a Sedona LX, and noticed something different about how it drives versus the last car
I owned. In the Sedona, I've noticed as I take my foot off the gas and try to coast, I can feel the
engine slowing the vehicle more rapidly than I thought was normal. Even on slight downhills,
the engine starts to slow the Sedona, rather than let it coast and pick up speed on the hill.
Otherwise, have loved the van. Anyone else notice this, or is this unusual? My 2 week old
Sedona keeps getting stuck in park. I have had it towed to the dealer twice and they can't find
anything wrong. Any similar stories? To me it seems like if your not going fast enough the
tranny won't into the next higher gear even going down hill. I don't have a problem with that
Now on the flip side if it was free wheeling you would have to down shift or get on the brakes all
the time and we all know you don't want to do that. Unless you have a more of a problem. If you
have to be on the gas to go down a hill then you might have a problem. I, too, noticed what you
described with your transmission on the tester I drove today. When taking my foot off the gas,
the van felt like it was in low gear instead of drive, and as if the engine were braking the car to
go slower. It was a weird feeling and unlike the feeling I have in my current vehicles, including
my Dodge Caravan. The sales person said this was normal and all Sedona's operated this way.
To me, it was very annoying and I am second guessing if I want this van for this reason. It just
doesn't feel normal. I also drove an '07 Toyota Sienna and did not experience this engine brake
feeling that van was very peppy and powerful. I just bought an 04 Sedona and was reading the
owners manual. Somewhere in there is a section talking about the transmission getting stuck in
park. If it won't move with the break pedal depressed It tells how to get it unstuck using a
screwdriver behind the gearshift lever. It's on page under Driving Your Vehicle. Called Shift-lock
override. It says to have it inspected by Kia immediately. We just bought an 07 Oddsey in May. I
notice because my 86 Pk. I'll have to pay more attention but I think it happens after I come to a
stop and make a turn and then go down the hill and I'm already in a lower gear. I may not it at
highway speeds when I'm in overdrive. I've just bought an 04 Sedonna and haven't driven
enough to notice anything yet. Just got a used '07 Kia on Saturday. Noticed the same thing.
Thought it might be the stability control feature on these vans. Turned it off but still does the
same thing you're talking about. Guess its just the way they're made. Thought I'd let you know,
you're not the only one who noticed this. September I have a kia sedona with 59, miles and have
had the van since Jan I had to have the alternator replaced about 6 weeks ago and today found
out that I have a valve that is bad and needs to be repaired. I noticed the valve issue a couple of
days ago due to the smell coming thru the vents and today had issues with the engine pinging
and being sluggish during exceleration. Was told that I should not drive the van because the
issue could cause the whole engine to seize which will require a new engine then. I also have an
issue with the AC not putting out cold air. I love the roominess but hate the issues. By the way,
do a google search of kia sedona recalls. There are 3 recalls. The auto repair shop could not
correct this. Today I found out that I have a valve that is bad and needs to be repaired. Heaven
only knows what this issue is. I will worry about that next spring. I also am in need of new
brakes. Gotta commend the employees at Autozone who have taken the time to troubleshoot
the problems for me so that when I take the van to the repair shop, I'm educated and
knowledgeable. January Hello all, I am new to this forum and thanks for any input. When it is
driven for a while and she stops, the engine will rev to 3k for no reason. This happen during the
summer and i changed out the throttle position sensor, had the fuel injectors cleaned, serviced

the transmission and the problem went away, yesterday it was doing it again. The van is placed
in park and the rpm is about Turn off the ignition and restarted with no problems. I was
wondering whether anybody has had this issue before and if yes, is there some sort of TSB
from Kia since my powertrain warranty is fast approaching. Thanks :confuse:. June This is not
normal. That salesman would probably tell you that if you tied double knots in your shoe laces
that it would run better. It is not normal. My will coast forever. I use the manual mode to slow it
down it coasts so easily and fast. Mine will coast forever fast as hell. I have to use manual to
slow it down to stay off the breaks. There is no coast resistance whatsoever. The shop will be
looking at it tomorrow. Whatever it is it was loud, very disturbing and makes me regret buying a
KIA. November I am having trouble with my KIA Sedona locking in park. I have to use the
override to release it. Is there an assembly you can purchase for this problem. And what will it
damage if I have to keep using the override? Can you disconnect the system from the vehicle?
December I own a KIA Sedona. From a cold start sometimes the forward gears will not engage.
It seems as if the linkage from the shifter lever is locked out from the transmission. When is
dose engage everything runs fine and the transmission shifts as normal. I never know when it is
going to happen. One day it will connect and run fine, the next it will not. No bangs, clangs or
slippage just no connection. Reverse always works. I am scared to death of taking it to a
transmishion shop when it could be a simple fix. Is that the orginal trans.? Mine from new takes
a second to shift from R to D. Sorry I can't help. March edited March I own a Sedona that is
experiencing erratic transmission behavior. I believe that the problem is related to the "input"
and "output" speed sensors which are mounted on the automatic transmission, under the air
cleaner assembly. I don't want to break them by doing it the wrong way! Does anyone know how
to separate them on this vehicle? Any help would be appreciated. October Hello, I have an
automatic with , miles on it. This morning it was almost impossible to shift into any gear. It is so
stiff it takes two hands to make the shift. Feels like I'm trying to shift through peanut butter.
There was no indication of this problem prior to this morning. Any idea what this is all about?
Thanks, George Teachman. November edited November Hi there, I have a Kia Sedona 2. The
gear lever as become floppy as though it as become detached. How can this be fixed? I have the
same problem. I feels like the cable is binding but that is not the cause. When disconnected
from the control lever the shifter moves smoothly. Something inside the transmission is
binding. Any resolution before I gather bushels of money and go 30 miles to the dreaded
dealer? February In reply to my own posting. OK, go ahead. Then I learn the powertrain
warranty covered only parts inside the transmission. They would not cover any warranty
because I did not change the transmission fluid at 30, miles. Gimmie a break, transmission fluid
should be inspected at 30K but doesn't break down unless you do abusive towing. Their maint
schedule is just a way to get people to return to the dealer and drop big bucks. If internal, I
would go to an independent shop that works on Mitusbishi transmissions. Well at least they
sprayed WD type stuff all around the shift lever on top of the transmission and several weeks
later the stiffness is mostly gone. I'm not complaining about the dealer, just telling a story. Now
the battery light came on and the alternator is not charging. More fun. May No noises or
vibration leaks or check engine light before. Now won't go into park. Transmission, axle cv joint
or differential? My daughter who is 6 months pregnant and I were out in my Kia Sedona It was
running just fine and nothing seemed to be wrong. All of a sudden it was like the transmission
just wasn't working any more - like it was low on tranny fluid or something. I nursed it into a
parking spot where I was going and went in to do what I needed to do. I came out about an hour
later and hoping that the vehicle had cooled down and would work enough to get me home, I
started the Kia and it starts just fine. I put it in gear and it really didn't want to move, but I got it
going and went down the road about blocks and the transmission just didn't do another thing. It
coasted to the side of the road and that was all the further the transmission would pull the
vehicle. AAA came and took us home and my husband thought it might have been a hose to the
transmission that might have come loose, so he hooked it up and went to put more fluid in and
it was full - didn't take even a half of a quart of fluid. Please, does anyone have any ideas?
Someone mentioned a transmission sensor. Does this sound like that is the solution to my
problem and if it is your opinion that it is, does anyone have the cost of such an animal. Thanks
for your help. I have a Kia Sedona LX, 85, miles. The transmission jerked while I was driving
then the veh. I took it to dealer. They ran the code and stated the Input sensor had to be
replaced and was not covered under warranty because it is located outside of the transmission.
I took it to a trustworthy transmission shop and they replaced the sensor. The vehicle drove fine
and they did not experience what I had. I drove the vehicle home and it worked great for about 3
days. Then it happened again. I took it to another repair place since prior transmission shop
where sensor was replaced was too far. He did not experience what I had and told me that it
could be a wiring issue, but trying to find the exact problem with the wiring could be costly. It

was working fine and I took it home without having him look at wiring. This issued happens on
and off and I don't know why Kia would not cover this under the , mile powertrain warranty
since it does affect the driveability of the vehicle, the transmission. I am trying to find if anyone
has had this problem and if they fixed it, what the issue was. I can't afford to pay thousands for
a diagnostic on wiring. My was at and had been to a mechanic because the check engine light
was on. Wish I went to a mechanic who could give me better advice, found out later he did not
work on automatic transmissions. Good luck! It drives like new now! I own a Kia sedona I just
purchased, it ran great the first few days and then all of sudden it starts popping into 3rd gear
and wont leave the gear unless I pull over put it in park turn the vehicle off and restart. It has
been constantly doing this. Is there an easy way to fix this problem or am I going to have to
spend thousands Need your HELP I just experienced the same problem, what was the outcome
on your tranny? When driveing it there is noisy liks a grinding sort of niose while the car slow's
down and once you press the break and put the clutch pedle in it stops. I have put on new
breaks and disks yesterday, thinking that was the problem. So as i am not used to a kia i took it
to them and they wernt sure but it gould be the gear box and told me to drop the oil and replace
it. So two things 1st is has anybody had and solved this problem, and can anybody tell me what
type of gear box oil should i put in it and there is a product you can buy that like moly slip can
anbody help me. I am new to this site i normaly go for ford's. When driving it there is noisy likes
a grinding sort of noise while the car slow's down and once you press the break and put the
clutch pedal in it stops. So as i am not used to a kia i took it to them and they went sure but it
could be the gear box and told me to drop the oil and replace it. So two things 1st is has
anybody had and solved this problem, and can anybody tell me what type of gear box oil should
i put in it and there is a product you can buy that like moly slip can anybody help me. I am new
to this site i normal go for ford's. On our first long drive after buying it used with about 48k
miles, after about 1 hour driving on a freeway with some incline up, it felt like the transmission
was slipping. At times it was serious enough that we had to pull over to the side because we
slowed down so much, usually on a hill. It also seemed to go away after "resting" for an hour or
so, and then the problem would return. Eventually things got so bad that the van "gave out" in
an intersection immediately after exiting the freeway and an engine light came on. We managed
to coax the van out of the intersection, not until after the light had turned red and cars were
swerving around us. We then pulled over and kept the engine running and heard a klunk as we
stopped and put it in park. We managed to limp home that evening a Sunday with shops closed.
The dealer said the problem was a cracked fuel vacuum tube or something like that. However,
after it has been fixed, the van feels like 1 there is a lot of engine or transmission drag my main
motivation for being on this site , 2 seems to get poor gas mileage need to verify with
measurements and 3 sometimes seems to slip or be sluggish when putting the foot on the gas
at low speeds. I'm just starting my research on this, but wanted to get this down "on the record"
for what it might be worth to others. Same problem!!!! I replaced both the output and input
sensors, but the van still jerks into 3rd gear and stays there until I turn the van off and back on
again!!! Please help!!!!!!! I have a 05 Sedona with k on it. The transmission makes a noise
almost like a small jackhammer at all different speeds. We are now haveing a problem with what
seems like it is slipping in and out of gear. My rpm gauge will drop down to almost rpm at 70
mph, and the van feels like it has come out of gear. It does this normally at a high speed, but
has now started doing it at lower speeds as well. It doesnt seem to be 'sluggish' on take off or
while driving. Just at high speeds I have the same prob, it only has less then 70, on it I just had
to replace the Heater Core lines, and when I took it in to have it replaced they said there was a
knocking noise and that they thought it was low on oil, well it was not, its a Rod, I think that its
broke What did Kia do for you? They ever fix that for you? They are wanting to charge me just
for the part. Any advice? I just replaced my Kia's Heater Core lines, that cost over dollars for the
repair. Now I have a knocking noise which I think is a rod that is broke.. I know that you have
had this up for a while, but what did they do for you, as I can not find these parts any where to
fix myself.. I am stuck.. Its still drivable as I have driven many vehicals that have broken Rods,
but this one is under 70,miles on it.. They are wanting t for the repair at the dealership.. They fix
it for you since low miles on it?? Thanks for what ever info you have for me.. I have the same
problem with Kia Sedona , miles? I I have a Kia Sendona. It has ,00 miles on it. Lately, when on
accelerate out of a stop light the engine kicks back lick its going into 3rd gear. Also, it feals like
I'm losing power when I accelerate from a stop light, I have to layoff the gas and re-apply gas
slowly. I really concerned that the engine will drop into a lower gear at a high rate of speed. I
took it into a indeoendant shop they thought it was the Output sensor from the trnasmission,
they put diagnostics on it and saw that it was dropping rpms from down to almost nothing when
going about Now I have to take it back to them. They also drained the Transmission fuild, NO
metal shavings were found in the drain. I'm afrain its the Transmission. What do you think?

OBD Code P refers to The speed sensor detects the revolution of the idler gear parking pawl
lock gear and emits a pulse signal. The pulse signal is sent to the TCM which converts it into
vehicle speed. I have a Sedona and it will only work in reverse and neutral. When you shift into
any kind of drive it will act like it is in neutral unless you floor it then it will accelerate up to a
certain point but not enough to drive it anywhere. Any ideas? Sign In or Register to comment.
Select Year Select Engine. Body Parts. Brake Parts. Cooling System. Driveline and Axles.
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you that we do our best to stock a large selection of Kia Sedona Transmission Hard Parts parts.
If the part you need is in stock, you will see it listed above. Just click on the part you need to
view the details. Therefore we make sure that we only sell high quality parts. Many of the parts
we sell are DOT certified. We refuse to stock low class Kia Sedona Transmission Hard Parts
parts, only to have our customers disappointed by the quality. We only do business with
respected manufacturers. Every single part we sell, including all Kia Sedona Transmission Hard
Parts parts come with either our direct warranty or a manufacturer warranty. We have been
delivering Kia Sedona parts to thousands of customers not just throughout the country, but
throughout the world, and we've received many superi
suzuki samurai transfer case rebuild kit
nissan frontier oil filter location
lincoln mark 7
or remarks from our clients. We have become a very trusted website for purchasing any Kia
Sedona Transmission Hard Parts parts. Not only do we cater to individual do it yourselfers, but
we also serve many mechanics and stores located throughout the USA. We've mastered our
distribution system to the highest level. We have a wide network of warehouses in several
states, conveniently located near major metropolitan areas. We ship all parts quickly and safely.
You will receive the best pricing and superior customer service. Stay in touch! Follow us on
Twitter or Facebook to get the latest automotive news and receive discount coupons from us.
We look forward to processing your order and assisting you with your purchase of Kia Sedona
Transmission Hard Parts parts. You can visit our Amazon Store as well. Sign up for our email
newsletter to get early access on exclusive deals and offers. Your instant coupon will be
delivered to your email upon completion. No thanks. Your prices are low enough.

